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Nayak and Zufall Logistic – Partnering to offer a full aerospace solution  

 
Nayak Aircraft Service has selected Zufall Aerospace Global Logistics as their nominated forwarder to build a scalable, 

global and elongated business association. 

The partnership agreement was signed February 2021 with the prime focus to interfuse endeavor and provide 

exquisite logistic solutions for our customers. 

Zufall Aeropace will be handling all the shipments and providing dedicated aerospace expertise in customs formalities, 

24/7 AOG support, special deliveries, etc. for Nayak. 

"The collaboration with Nayak will enable us to conceptualize both resources and expertise to bring some innovative 

and exclusive solutions in the market. A brilliant team is the epitome of actualizing any ambitious perception " says 

Head of Aerospace, Rohan Shroff and Alexandros Prodromou, of Zufall Logistic.  

“We are pleased to ally with Zufall Aerospace, specifically elated on the prospect of working together with their 

aerospace logistics professionals, strengthening our spectrum and in addition to our services also providing "Logistics 

Expertise“ to our clients," says Joerg Sauerland, Managing Director of Nayak.  

We look forward to a long and enduring partnership. 

 

About Nayak 

With currently about 700 employees in the MRO business, the Nayak Group offers its services at 47 European airports. 

The main focus is to provide full outsourcing solutions for our customers with a variety of technical services for the 

defense and civil aviation business. Currently Nayak has more than  200 contracted customers. Nayak is known for its 

Line and Base maintenance solutions and has its own Part-147 training organization, which has just recently received 

the approval to conduct training courses for non-destructive testing. 

www.nayak.aero 

 

About Zufall Logistic 

The ZUFALL logistics group is a customer-oriented logistics service provider with more than 2,000 employees. The family 

company was established in 1928 and has currently eleven locations in Germany and is active worldwide. The range of 

services includes land transport, air freight, sea freight, express service, customs services and complex contract logistics. 

Since 2019 ZUFALL initiated an Aerospace dedicated branch in Duesseldorf termed as Zufall Aerospace Global Logisitics. 

Zufall provides a secure supply chain with intelligent data logistics, modern value-added services and personal customer 

service. 

www.zufall.de 
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